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MICRON AND SUBMICRON PARTICLE FLUX ENHANCEMENT WlTHlN THE EARTH'S 
MAGNETOSPHERE I: IN-SITU AND LABORATORY SOURCE DATA, W. M. Alexander and T. W. Hyde, 
Space Science Lab., Department of Physics, Baylor University, Waco, Texas 76798-7303, USA 

It has been established that a dust beltfmhere in near-earth soace does not exist for Darticles larger than 10 u. 
l+&uucles of radii 10 p M larger, no evidim of any spatial density enhancement haibeen discoCe@ in the ' 

moon svstem. Furthermore. within a factor of 2. current data indicates that the cumulative flux m this size 
reghe is &parable to that found in interplanetary at 1AU (1). The HEOS-2 e ent was sensitive to 
panicles in the micron and submicron range and had an earrh centered orbit that was lu r&xnt r i c .  Except f a  
that portion of the orbit neat perigee, the cumulative flux determined by HEOS-2 confirmed the earlier in-situ 
measurements. However, there were a few times when submicron fluxes were larger than expected during these 
perigee passes. These anomalous fluxes were defied as "swarms" (2 . Other in-situ measurements in 
fnterplanetary space with submicron sensitivity (for example, Pioneer and 9 and HELIOS) have not detected 
swarms" or any other form of cumulative flux enhancement (3). 

B 
In 1%7, the Lunar E lorer 35 (LE35) spacecraft was launched and subsequently placed in a stable orbit 

around the moan. The LE?~ in-situ dun measurement continued f a  several years with the total results of this in- 
situ measurement showin a cumulative flux havin two distinct and different characteristics (4). An overall 
cumulative flux rate in sekrmcentric space d e r i v e d k  the LE35 in-situ measurement fmn launch until 1971 is 
depicted in Fig. 1 (4). The cumulative flux is shown in 8-day increments so that the entire data period can be seen. 
Thou h this presents a considerable smoothing of the data, an enhancement of the cumulative flux as measured by 
the d 3 5  experiment during meteor shower ods IS evident. mn-shower hmes show a cumulaove flux that 
is essentially the same .as t+ in ux for the pamcle sue detectable by the experiment. A more &tded 
represenmon IS seen i Fig. 2 3 , ~ ~ ~  number of events fcx 4-da pexbds during 6 major showers is 
shown. A flux enhancement of at least an anad of magnitude ocqrs during siower as compared to non-. 
shower p o d s .  Flux measurement comparisons over a 4 year penod show the vanance m the measmnpt d.mng 
shower periods to lie well within variations obtained from ground-based data. The experimental data de icted m 
Figs. 1 and 2 wag obtained ftom a sensor having a rnaq -Id sen$tivity of 5 g r  The L E ~ P  duSt 
experiment also mcluded a sensor with a threshold ~t?~~ahvity of 100 icograms. rate for the 100 picogram 
sensitivity ~ s ? r  did not show any k r n i b l e  enhancement during s L r  bds and was essentially the same as 
the data rate m mmplane? space, f a  pwicles whose masses excecded l ~ c o g r a m s .  This laM measurement 
confirmed earlier flux rates or picogram and larger particles in selenocentric space as reported by Gurtler and Grew 
(9. .- , 

The two possible mechanisms b which the flux enhancement described can be explained, are (1 the a enhaaunent 1s due to particles a c d y  in the meteor stream since it is annually throughout the yearperiod, 
or (ii) the flux enhancement is directly related to the meteor shower but is caused by micron/submicron pmcles 
e' ted from the lunar surface by hy-pervelocity impacts on this slrrface h m  the pnmary stream particles. If the 
g e r  is the case, these minute pamcles have to be of exmmely recent origin because they are moved firm their 
ori@ orbits by radiation pressure and various drag forces in a short period of time. 

The second explanation is considered to be the most like1 mechanisn fqthe production of pztrticles detected 
by the -35 e ent. However, before a uantitative d y s s .  of the m a g ~ t e  of e j ~ t a  e s q n  the lynar 
gravi~tional =of influence (soI) is ma&, results of labommy studies, wluch examlne h docity impacts 
on vanou! 3- and the c-ding ejpna that murs, have to be considend The c y m z e  flux of micron 
and submicron ejecta, from a hypervelocity ~m t between 4 and 7 W s ,  has been determined (6,7,8,9). In 
addition, the mass index, for these cumulativef%xs, was derived and found to be between 0.8 and 0.85. For 
rimary parlicles impacting normally,.? basalt-type material, about lo4 percent.of .the total @ary mass w.as 
round m the e p t a  wth parucle velmhes greater than 2.3 M s .  For hyperveloclty impacts, with angles obhque to 
the im . ted surface., the flux for $ p e  velpcities increased by over 2 o r d ~  of magnitude. 

&the abave mformat~on, it 1s possible to make a first appro- of the mass and therefore, flux of 
ejecta 1-eaving the lunar surface. This IS done by usin a c ~ t  mass.mode1 for interplanetary cumulative flux 

tlng the total lunar surfhce. Hypemelocity &es gwe an efficiency for the producoon of micron and 
Z K m n  luyr e' ta which escapes the lunar SOI. A cornprism js then made betyeen .the total mass of the 
e ta fmn tha cd%ahon and the amount of mass from the model m the sue range. For the case of 
EpMadic backgmund impact flux, the ejecta mass and flux for this umdition IS on the same order of magnitude 
as the primary micron/submicron flux. The next consideration is that of a meteor stream where the cumulaove flux 
distributipn is known. An exam le used for this case is that of the Geminid showers (10). The technique used is 
the idenoc+l to that used above f% the background. The total mass in the Geminid shower can be obtained 
by inte g the cumulative flux distri tion curve. Using the same ejecta efficiency production as before, the 
micro8%micron mass that is ejected can be determined. A comparison, of this mass with the mass obtained 
using a sporadic background, reveals over an order of rnaeyde I-, cles with masses less than a 
nanogram. The event rates t@ are shown d-g the Gemirud penod m FPp show a maximum change of 2 
orders of magnitude and a mmunum change of 1.5 orders of magnitude. Tks is for 4 occurrences of the Geminid 
showers dunng the LE 35 measurement. 

In a first approximation, one q n  relate t& total ejecta with the incident cle ener . However, laboratory 
experiments have shown that there IS an add~ttonal dependence on the ppamc~locity. Rus,  the amount of mars 
in a meteor q e m  6 a major controlling f a c e  to the r?agnit@e of the particle flux $I the l u q  SOI. In ad@tion, 
velocity considerat~ons are the other very ma or factor m such mstances. Thus, mdum velocity streams with hgh 
total mass should @uq e j s g  mass well A v e  that of the sporadic background. A meteor seesm having high 
mass and hi velocihes IS a pnme d d a t e  for the largest amount of ejecta mass. 

The 2 .*ation from h s  study therefore provides a means to specfically consider s p a  &mities of dust in 
selenocenmc, mterplanetary and geocenmc regons of the magnetosphere. 
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